
INTRODUCTION
Smokinya Foundation contributes in creating a world that works for
everyone.
In our core we act out of love, care and cooperation. Smokinya
Foundation serves as a learning platform for individuals who are
ready to commit to their own learning and development needs. We
create opportunities and provide space for people to learn, contribute
and grow by participation, volunteering and project leadership.Our
approach is heuristic – a method for empowering a person to discover
or learn something for themselves. Smokinya provides an alternative
context of learning – experiential, ‘hands-on’ or learning by doing.

PROBLEM
Modern society is today increasingly dominated by frenetic lifestyles
interconnected with intensive use of modern media and social
media. These lifestyles and social media have led to a scale from the
local to the international, to a distancing of people from reality, to a
distancing from their inner selves, revealing themselves in various
problems in today's society, which today has become both a slave and
a master of this reality.The phenomenon that most affects our society is
defined by a multifaceted term: STRESS.

SO FAR...
Thousands of people all
across European Union,
and even further away,
have benefited from the
working methods that
Smokinya Foundation
has adopted.There are
some key elements in
our method and in
general terms, we use
non-formal and informal
education, and
experiential learning.
Main thing about these
two is working with
context (atmosphere).
 



ABSTRACT
The self-connection project is born from the observation of the
society dominated by frenetic lifestyles interconnected with an
intensive use of social media. This has led to a estrangement of
people from reality, from their inner selves, revealing themselves in
different problems in today's society. The vision of Self-Connection is to
foster a reconnection with the deepest needs, self-awareness through
coaching, personal development, body awareness for individuals and
groups.

GOAL
Organization of
"Disconnection-
Reconnection"
training/retreat open to an
international target (max 20
people per training), lasting 8
days each, implemented with
formal and non-formal
education methodologies
based on an experiential
approach "Learning by
Doing" 

OUR FOCUS
& METHOD
We especially pay
attention on dignity (of
physical environment
and staff) as that is
important for the most
learning to occur.
When we think of the
“how?”, we use context
consciously and we
provide the maximum
space for expression,
where nothing is right,
wrong, bad, or good.
Having this in mind, we
take care of the safety
and make sure extremes
are avoided, yet stepping
outside of the comfort
zone is provided.
We focus on pure
observations of what
is there and we avoid to
the maximum
judgements,
interpretations,
comparisons, or
competition to outsmart.
We focus on learning,
honesty, integrity and
clear communication.

STEPS:
 

- Find location
 

 

- Find participants
(decide target group)
 

 

- Marketing strategy
 

 

- Promotion campaign


